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<tr>
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<tr>
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<td>University of York</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Professor A I Macinnes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Professor S Macintyre</td>
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</tr>
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<td>University of Edinburgh</td>
</tr>
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<td>Dr K M MacKenzie</td>
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<td>Professor J M MacKenzie</td>
<td>University of South Carolina</td>
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<td>Professor S P MacKenzie</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Professor D MacKinnon</td>
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British Library
University of Huddersfield
Tufts University
University of Limerick
University of Melbourne
Max Planck Institute, Berlin
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University of Cambridge
Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge
Birkbeck, University of London
King’s College London
Royal Holloway, University of London
University of Stirling
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Aston University
University of Liege
University of Aberdeen
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University of Warwick
Pembroke College, Oxford
Cardiff University
University of Kent
Queen's University, Belfast
Bath Spa University
University of Warwick
University of Adelaide
University of Sheffield
Royal Holloway, University of London
University of Wales, Trinity St David
University of Reading
Hofstra University
University of St Andrews
University of Edinburgh
University of Aberdeen
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Professor D P Massarella
Mr S N Mastoris
Dr W M Mathew
Dr E Mathiesen
Mr T N Mathur-Sherry
Dr D P Matlin
Dr T Matsumura
Professor S Matsuzono
Professor J F Matthews
Dr R Matthews
Dr L M Matthews-Jones
Professor S S Maughan
Dr I E Maver
Dr E Mawdsley
Professor D H Mawer
Professor D J Maxwell
Dr P G Maxwell-Stuart
Dr G J Mayhew
Professor J Mayo
Dr J McAleer
Dr I R McBride
Dr T McBride
Dr J McCallum
Dr H McCarthy
Dr M McCarthy
Dr T R McCavery
Dr J McCavitt
Professor V A McClelland
Dr J T McClure
Dr J K McConica
Reverend Dr T M McCoog
Professor N McCord
Dr M L McCormack
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Professor D P McCracken
Dr C McCreery
Professor G J McCulloch
Professor J J McCusker
Dr S McDaid
Dr A J McDonald
Dr J S McDonald
Professor L McDonald
Dr J R McDougall
Dr S McDowall
Professor G McDowell
Professor R B McDowell
Professor A P McElligott, MRIA
Dr R McEntegart

Chuo University
National Waterfront Museum
University of Kent
King’s College London
Waseda University
Yale University
Coventry University
Liverpool John Moores University
The College of Idaho
University of Glasgow
University of Glasgow
Birmingham Conservatoire
Emmanuel College, Cambridge
University of Southampton
King’s College London
The Open University
Nottingham Trent University
University of Cambridge
Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology
University of Glasgow
Fordham University
University of Northampton
Ulster University
University of Kwazulu-Natal
Government of Nova Scotia
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Trinity University
University of Huddersfield
University of Nebraska, Omaha
University of Guelph
Trinity College, Oxford
University of Edinburgh
University of Richmond
Trinity College, Dublin
University of Limerick
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Sheffield Hallam University
University of Central Lancashire
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University College London
University of Glasgow
University of Manchester
University College London
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University of Maine
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University of East Anglia
University of Liverpool
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University of Wales, Trinity St David
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University of Warwick
Liverpool John Moores University
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University of Birmingham
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Professor J Morris
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Professor R J Morris
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Professor R K Morse
Professor F C Mort
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Professor J R Morus
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Professor D J Moss
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Professor S Moyn
Dr S Mukherjee
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Dr S Mumm
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Professor J F Munro
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Swansea University
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University of East Anglia
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University of Hertfordshire
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King’s College London
University of Hertfordshire
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University of Plymouth
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University of Leeds
University of Edinburgh
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Cardiff University
University of Exeter